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ADVENTURE IS 
CALLING
Where will your next adventure take you? With over 30 years of 
water sports experience, Aquaglide® prides itself on being an 
innovator and pioneer of quality inflatable water play products. 

Aquaglide systems can be built into extendable, predetermined 
parks or something unique to your needs. Modular pieces can be 
assembled into various waterpark configurations or as standalone 
play products. 

All pieces are intended for long-term and heavy-duty use; built 
tough to meet the heavy demands of camp, resort and commercial 
use, yet also suitable for residential purposes. Aquaglide designs 
are carefully vetted and refined based on feedback from our 
global network. Each product is engineered to meet the highest 
standards in quality and product safety, but no product is complete 
without extensive on-water testing to confirm that it provides, 
among other things, maximum fun. 

The Aquaglide system begins with great products, but it doesn’t 
end there. If you are considering a water play purchase we hope 
you’ll take a moment to read “What Makes Aquaglide Better?”. 

The following pages hold your next adventure. 



WHAT MAKES 
AQUAGLIDE BETTER
Adding an aquapark can be a big decision. Here are some important points to consider before making your choice.
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3-YEAR WARRANTY
We stand behind our products, guaranteed. Aquaglide 
products are not only better built, they are also backed 
by a 3-year limited warranty against any defect in material 
or workmanship. Do the research, you cannot find better 
products or better support.

THIRD-PARTY CERTIFICATION
Each and every Aquaglide product is submitted to 
extensive lab and field-testing to ensure that it meets and 
exceeds the most rigorous product safety standards on 
the planet. Our products are third-party certified compliant 
with CPSIA and EN 15649, the highest possible standards in 
the business. We strongly encourage customers to ask for 
proof of compliance when considering any supplier. 

TRUST
At Aquaglide we don’t just build products, we build trust. 
This is a process that can only be done by forging long-
term partnerships with people; in this case everyone from 
manufacturing suppliers to the end consumer. When you 
make the decision to purchase an Aquaglide product you 
can trust that you will receive a safe, high quality product 
and the highest level of service available, guaranteed.

SUPERIOR SERVICE
Aquaglide Service centers around the world offer a 
full range of support including help with permitting, 
installation, business planning, custom design services, 
and maintenance. We continuously strive to provide 
the highest possible level of service and support to our 
customers. In every region around the globe, Aquaglide 
people are generally the ones with the most knowledge 
and experience in serving the needs of the most discerning 
camps, resorts and residential customers. If you want the 
best, choose to work with the best.

SUPERIOR MATERIALS
Duratex™ is the best quality material for commercial 
aquaparks, period. Aquaglide is the only brand that works 
with a materials factory to develop our own exclusive 
formula. Our fabric reinforced PVC has better elasticity 
and superior adhesion which insures the best quality 
construction and reliability. Aquaglide is also the only 
brand to integrate technologically advanced Hardbottom™ 
(HB) material with high-pressure capability in areas where 
extreme durability is required. 

SUPERIOR DESIGN
Aquaglide products are designed to inspire creative free 
play. Participants entertain themselves, so less staff is 
required to constantly oversee organized games and 
activities. As you look through this catalog you will clearly 
see that, for us, the fun begins with innovations in product 
design. Our incentive for creating better solutions is the 
inspiring feedback we receive from valued customers, like 
you, who use and appreciate our products every day.

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
Seams are generally the weak point in construction. That’s 
why Aquaglide seams are double-welded with three layers 
of reinforcement for maximum strength. Our handles, 
D-rings and Anchor plates are also welded for maximum 
strength, not glued. All metal parts are made using #316 
marine-grade Stainless Steel. Aquaglide construction is 
vastly superior to other options.

Duratex Material

Hardbottom (HB)

Three Layer Seams
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THE AQUAPARK CONCEPT
Wanting a residential mini-park, enormous floating island, or something in between? Aquaglide components are 
designed to easily interconnect to suit whatever your need is. 

We frequently create custom aquapark designs to fit unique properties or specific needs, but many customers find 
a package to suit their needs in the following sections. Doing so saves time and money, since most of the necessary 
documentation, such as mooring requirements and guidelines, are ready to go.

Understand that not all aquaparks are created equal. Aquaglide parks are well-renowned for a jaw-dropping “wow-
factor” inspired by our giant Signature items, as well as for a unique “playability” that keep participants engaged for 
hours without the need for formally organized activities. Furthermore, many other aquapark designs are named for the 
maximum number of users allowed. Aquaglide parks are named for the number of participants that can comfortably 
use the space, while the maximum number is often significantly more. Be careful to compare “apples to apples” when 
considering other aquapark suppliers.

Every Aquaglide product is designed to meet the demands of commercial use in either waterfront or pool. However, 
space constraints and/or minimum water depth requirements typically limit most of the Aquaparks below to waterfront 
venues. For Tracks & Circuits designed specifically for pool use, please see our ADVENTURE™ Series.

Waterfront or pool, nothing beats sunshine, good friends and an Aquaglide Aquapark!
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1
CONNECTIONS ARE OUR 
STRENGTH
Strong, simple connections between products are crucial 
to the safe operation of any aquapark. Our unique Interloc™ 
system sets the standard for safe, durable aquapark 
connections and can be found on virtually every Aquaglide 
product. Each standard Interloc connection uses 5 
heavily reinforced straps. Each strap connects to heavily-
reinforced, marine-grade stainless rings mounted on 
permanent weld plates.

2
THE HB ADVANTAGE
Aquaglide is the only brand to integrate technologically 
advanced Hardbottom (HB) material in Runways™ and 
Swimstep™ platforms. So what are the advantages of  
HB technology? 

Make no mistake, these products are subject to extreme 
abuse from toes, heels, knees & elbows. They also take the 
worst of daily pressure extremes due to thermal expansion 
from the sun. Technologically advanced Hardbottom (HB) 
material can literally take internal pressure of up to 20 
psi (1,4 bar) without damage. This is 10 times the design 
working pressure! Here we use the HB material at a very 
acceptable 2 psi (0,14 bar), keeping it so far below its break 
strength that durability is never an issue. This simply cannot 
be said for even the best I-Beam walkway.

While durability is a clear advantage to aquapark owners 
and operators, it isn’t often appreciated by aquapark 
users. The other advantage of HB material is that it offers 
a smooth, flat, low-profile platform that is much easier to 
board from the water than an I-Beam product, and far less 
likely to result in loss of balance or a turned ankle. 

1

1

Interloc strap

Quick strap
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AQUAPARKS
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AQUAPARK 55
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The Aquapark 55 features the  
ever-so popular Jungle Joe,  
Summit Express, and our brand  
new King of the Mountain.  

Providing you with 3 different slide experiences the 
Aquapark 55 is the perfect option if you are looking  
for a great thrill! Also equipped with our brand new 
SuperTramp 27 and our Blast II, you have just upped the 
ante on this amazing course! The Aquapark 55 design 
covers an 56ft x 62ft (17m x 19m) area and can easily host 
55 guests of all ages. Minimum water depth ranges from  
4ft to 11ft (1,2m - 3,3m). 

Overall Specs:  
L 56' x W 62’ (L 17m x W 19m) 

Capacity: 55 Users
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AQUAPARK 70
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The combination of the Jungle Joe 
with a well-outfitted SuperTramp 27 
and Cyclone will make this dynamic 
park a huge hit for your waterfront. 

The Blast II launch bag adds even more excitement to the 
already awesome Freefall Supreme and with an added 
challenge track with TANGO, SIERRA, FOXTROT, DELTA, 
and brand new Walk on Water runway challenge you've 
got an aquapark with huge marketing appeal and excellent 
value. This premium single-circuit design covers 72ft x 
97 ft (22m x 30m) and easily hosts 65 guests of all ages. 
Minimum water depth ranges from 4ft to 11ft (1,2m - 3,3m).

Overall Specs:  
L 72' x W 97’ (L 22m x W 30m) 

Capacity: 70 Users
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AQUAPARK 90
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A stunning single-circuit design, the 
Aquapark 90 offers you 3 signature 
items including the legendary 
Summit Express, Jungle Joe and  
the Freefall Supreme with a Blast 
launch bag. 

As if that weren't enough, it also includes the brand new 
SuperTramp 27 and Cyclone. Add a King of the Mountain 
and Walk on Water with the extra challenge of the SIERRA, 
DELTA, FOXTROT challenge section, and you've got 
enough park to knock some serious socks off. With jaw-
dropping appeal for all ages, this design covers 108ft x 
97ft (33m x 30m) and can comfortably hold up to 90 users. 
Minimum water depth ranges from 4ft to 11ft (1,2m - 3,3m).

Overall Specs:  
L 108' x W 97’ (L 33m x W 30m) 

Capacity: 90 Users
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AQUAPARK 125
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This super fun dual-circuit park 
offers you customer favorites, 
including the legendary Summit 
Express, Jungle Joe, Freefall 
Supreme, a Blast II launch bag and a 
Supervolley 30 for maximum "wow". 

Not only do you have our most popular items in this layout 
but we've also included our brand new Activity Center, 
which provides a great resting area with shade, and the 
action packed Cyclone. With huge appeal for all ages, the 
Aquapark 125 covers 101ft x 107ft (31m x 33m) and can 
easily host 125 users. Simply put, there is no better way to 
boost revenue than with this incredible fun filled set up. 
Minimum water depth ranges from 4ft to 11ft (1,2m - 3,3m).

Overall Specs:  
L 101' x W 107’ (L 31m x W 33m) 

Capacity: 125 Users
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AQUAPARK 190
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‘If you’ve got it, flaunt it!’ That’s  
the motto of this staggering triple-
circuit design, which has it all, and 
then some. 

The innovative Aquapark 190 combines over 3 different 
slides, several different ADVENTURE Series products, as 
well as the brand new Cyclone and Activity Center. What 
you have is an aquapark that means serious business. 
While the 'fun factor' is off the charts, just take a look at 
the potential returns (ROI) from this aquapark and you 
will quickly see just what we mean by 'serious business'. 
Covering 140ft x 140ft (42m x 42m) this park easily hosts 
up to 190 happy customers with a minimum water depth 
ranging from 4ft to 11ft (1,2m - 3,3m).

Overall Specs:  
L 97' x W 140' (L 29m x W 43m) 

Capacity: 190 Users
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ADVENTURE SERIES

DELTA™

ZULU™

SIERRA™

VISTA™

TANGO™

SWIMSTEP XL™
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Many loyal customers around the world mentioned a need 
for innovative ‘shallow water’ track and circuit products. 
This was the reason for the ADVENTURE Series, a group of 
challenge course products for pool and waterfront use.

Creative Free Play
One aspect that sets all Aquaglide products apart is that 
they are designed to inspire creative free play. This means 
that participants can entertain themselves, so less staff is 
required to oversee games and activities. This element is 
clearly apparent in the ADVENTURE Series, where each 
item has multiple functions and play-ways.

Easy Entry
The ultra-low profile Swimstep XL is one of the most 
important aspects of the ADVENTURE Series because it 
allows for easy boarding from the water, not just at the 
‘start’, but also at any station throughout the course. This 
allows participants to re-board safely and allows them to 
focus on a specific challenge as they wish.

Depth-Profiled
At Aquaglide we understand that minimum water 
depth requirements are the single most limiting factor 
when considering any water element. Many pools and 
waterfronts simply don’t have the water depth to support 
large, glamorous items. That’s why we made sure that 
every item in the ADVENTURE Series offers maximum 
fun regardless of its size. It’s also why we present a depth 
profile for each Track & Circuit package we offer. 

Modular
Each ADVENTURE Series item is designed to interconnect 
using the Interloc system, so the challenge course or 
aquapark possibilities are limited only by your imagination. 
Interloc system is used on all Aquaglide products so 
ADVENTURE Series items are easily combined with larger 
items from our RESORT Range, and vice versa.

Quick
We understand that time comes at a premium. That’s why 
we engineered the simplest, safest and fastest way to set 
and remove ADVENTURE Series items. Each individual  
item includes Quickstraps™ for making setup and tear-
down a breeze. No fussing with worn out Velcro™! In 
addition, nearly every item has convenient carry handles 
for quick, easy handling on the beach or pool deck. Taller 
items are designed with multiple chambers so sets can 
be partially deflated and easily stacked making setup and 
teardown quick.

RUNWAY 10

FOXTROT

DELTA™
Specifications: L 10' x W 6.75' x H 1.5'  
(L 3,1m x W 2m x H 0,5m)

Min Depth: 4' (1,20 m) Capacity: 4 users - 600 lb / 272 kg

Item: 58-5213110

Box Dimensions: L 30" x W 22" x H 10", 53 lb. 1pc.  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 25cm, 24 kg)

FOXTROT™
Specifications: L 20' x W 6.5' x H 1.5'  
(L 6m x W 2m x H 0,5m)

Min Depth: 4' (1,20 m) Capacity: 4 users - 800 lb / 363 kg

Item: 58-5213120

Box Dimensions: L 30" x W 22" x H 14", 57 lb. 1pc.  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 36cm, 26 kg)

ZULU™
Specifications: L 10.75 x W 6.5' x H 5.25'  
(L 3,3m x W 2m x H 1,6m)

Min Depth: 5.7' (1,73 m) Capacity: 2 users - 250 lb / 114 kg

Item: 58-5213160 

Box Dimensions: L 30" x W 22" x H 14", 74 lb. 1pc.  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 36cm, 34 kg)

VISTA™
Specifications: L 10' x W 6.5' x H 5'  
(L 3m x W 2m x H 1,5m)

Min Depth: 5.4' (1,6 m) Capacity: 4 users - 1000 lb / 454 kg

Item: 58-5213150 

Box Dimensions: L 34" x W 30" x H 14", 108 lb. 1pc.  
(L 87cm x W 75cm x H 36cm, 49 kg)

SWIMSTEP XL
Specifications: L 5' x W 6.5' x H .04'  
(L 1,5m x W 2m x H 0,1m)

Min Depth: 4' (1,20 m) Capacity: 3 users - 400 lb / 181 kg

Item: 58-5213100

Box Dimensions: L 23" x W 17" x H 6", 31 lb. 1pc.  
(L 58cm x W 43cm x H 15cm, 14 kg)

RUNWAY™ 10
Specifications: L 10' x W 5' x H 0.3'  
(L 3m x W 1,5m x H 0,1m)

Min Depth: 4' (1,20 m) Capacity: 6 users - 1000 lb / 454 kg

Item: 58-5210004

Box Dimensions: L 23" x W 17" x H 7", 39 lb. 1pc.  
(L 58cm x W 43cm x H 18cm, 18 kg)

SIERRA™
Specifications: L 10' x W 8' x H 3.5' 
(L 3m x W 2,4m x H 1,1m)

Min Depth: 5' (1,5 m) Capacity: 4 users - 1000 lb / 454 kg

Item: 58-5213130

Box Dimensions: L 34" x W 30" x H 10", 84 lb. 1pc.  
(L 86cm x W 76cm x H 25cm, 38 kg)

TANGO™
Specifications: L 6.6' x W 6.6' x H 1.5'  
(L 2m x W 2m x H 0,5m)

Min Depth: 4' (1,20 m) Capacity: 3 users - 400 lb / 181 kg

Item: 58-5213140

Box Dimensions: L 30"x W 22" x H 12", 36 lb. 1pc  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 30cm, 16 kg)
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CHALLENGE TRACK I

SIERRA

VISTA

ZULU

TANGO
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The crème de la crème, this track 
offers 29 person capacity with a 
progressive depth profile perfectly 
suited for the Short Course (25 yd.) 
pool format. 

Boarding is easy thanks to the ultra-low profile SwimstepXL 
platform. The exciting TANGO is just begging to be 
bounced. Next, SIERRA presents several choices; climb, 
balance, wriggle or splash! Interior mesh floors create two 
separate splash zones. Moving on to the VISTA, however, 
brings a new set of decisions as participants explore the 
inner passages or traverse the top. Finally, the ZULU slide 
makes an exciting end to the track with its 5-foot high 
ladder-style climbing wall and an exhilarating zero-entry 
slide.

Item: 58-5213200

Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m)

Max capacity: ~ 29 participants (at once)

48in
(1.2m)

57in
(1.45m)

65in
(1.65m)

68in
(1.73m)
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CHALLENGE TRACK 2

SIERRA

DELTA

ZULU

TANGO™
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A twist on the original, this track was 
also designed for the Short Course 
(25 yd.) pool format, but offers 
a shallower depth profile with a 
SIERRA - ZULU- zinger at the end. 

Maximum capacity is 27 users and the ultra-low profile 
Swimstep XL platforms make for easy entry at the start with 
several others places strategically throughout the course. 
The TANGO will definitely bring out the 'Tigger' in younger 
participants, while the DELTA offers an exciting splash 
factor! The challenging SIERA allows participants to either 
climb, balance, wriggle or splash while the interior mesh 
floors create two separate splash zones. Finally, the ZULU 
slide brings in some 'zing' with its 5-foot high ladder-style 
climbing wall and an exhilarating zero-entry slide. 

Item: 58-5213210

Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m)

Max capacity: ~27 participants (at once)

68in
(1.73m)

48in
(1.2m)

48in
(1.2m)

57in
(1.45m)
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CHALLENGE TRACK 3

FOXTROT

SIERRA

ZULU
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Despite its shallow water profile, the 
FOXTROT is a crowd favorite! 

A challenging balance beam, this item can also be used for 
head-to-head competition. Intended to fit the Short Course 
(25 yd.) pool format, this track offers amazing value with 
21 person capacity and a shallower depth profile. Ultra-
low profile Swimstep XL platforms make for easy entry at 
the beginning and throughout the course. The FOXTROT 
presents a significant challenge with no guarantee of 
staying dry! Next, the SIERRA presents several choices; 
climb, balance, wriggle or splash! Interior mesh floors 
create two separate splash zones. Finally, the ZULU slide 
brings it home with its five foot high ladder-style climbing 
wall and an exhilarating zero-entry slide.

Item: 58-5213220

Length: ~55 ft

Max capacity: ~ 21 participants (at once)

57in
(1.45m)

68in
(1.73m)

48in
(1.2m)

57in
(1.45m)
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CHALLENGE CIRCUIT 1

VISTA™

TANGO™

DELTA™
FOXTROT™

SIERRA™
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For maximum capacity in larger 
formats such as Long Course (50 m) 
and waterfront use, there is nothing 
that will bring smiles faster than a  
full size circuit! 

This course is tried-and-true, a proven performer that offers 
room for up to 60 users at once. Throughout the course, 
ultra-low profile Swimstep XL platforms allow for easy 
entry at any station while a diverse selection of challenging 
features such as TANGO, DELTA, VISTA, SIERRA, FOXTROT 
and RUNWAY keep guests engaged for hours.

Item: 58-5213230

Size: ~Length 42 ft. (12,8 m) X ~Width 32 ft. (9,8 m)

Max capacity: ~ 62 participants (at once)

57in
(1.45m)

57in
(1.45m)

65in
(1.65m)

48in
(1.2m)

48in
(1.2m)

48in
(1.2m)

48in
(1.2m)

57in
(1.45m)
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AQUAPARK RANGE

AQUAPARK 190 
Overall Specs: 140’ L x 140’ W x 16.6’ H (42m L x 42m W x 5m H) 

Capacity: 190 Users

AQUAPARK 125 
Overall Specs: L 101' x W 107’ (L 31m x W 33m) 

Capacity: 125 Users

Some of our most successful designs are shown here, but if you have unique needs for a unique vision, Aquaglide® 
can create a custom design just for you. Our highly knowledgeable Distributors are prepared to guide you through the 
process from site planning and permitting to building a business plan or designing a custom aquapark. Simply contact 
your local dealer for more information. 
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AQUAPARK 90 
Overall Specs: 90’ L x 125’ W x 16.6’ H (27m L x 38m W x 5m H) Capacity: 90 users

AQUAPARK 55
Overall Specs: 80 ft L x 100 ft W x 16.6ft H (24m L x 31m W x 5m H)Capacity: 55 Users

AQUAPARK 70
Overall Specs: 80’ L x 100’ W x 16.6’ H (24m L x 31m W x 5m H) Capacity: 70 Users

CHALLENGE TRACK 1 (See more details about Challenge Tracks on pages 74 -81)

Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m) 
Max capacity: ~ 29 participants (at once)

CHALLENGE TRACK 2
Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m) 
Max capacity: ~ 27 participants (at once)

CHALLENGE TRACK 3
Length: ~55 ft (16,8 m) 
Max capacity: ~ 21 participants (at once)

CHALLENGE CIRCUIT 1
Size: ~Length 42 ft. (12,8 m) X ~Width 32 ft. (9,8 m) 
Max capacity: ~ 62 participants (at once)
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RESORT
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FREEFALL SUPREME™
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The Freefall Supreme features an 
awe-inspiring climbing ladder, a 
heart-pounding zero-entry slide,  
and a generous, multi-level interior 
play-space. 

The mesh safety guard provides ample shade while still 
allowing good visibility for lifeguards. The interior space 
includes a large splash zone plus a cozy loft space for 
playing and resting. Loft ladders create an ideal launching 
area. Add accessories on three sides using Interloc system. 
Accommodates up to 12 users.

FREEFALL SUPREME

Brief Giant, commercial grade slide and play station for water.

Specs
L 25.6' x W 12' x H 16.6'  
(L 8 x W 3,7 x H 5,1 m) 

Item 58-5214008

Box dims
L 52" x W 43" x H 39", 547 lb. 1pc. 
(L 131cm x W 110cm x H 98cm, 248 kg)
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SUMMIT™
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One of our most popular pieces, the 
Summit creates a visual spectacle 
and makes a strong statement that 
“FUN is spoken here.” 

The Summit features an enormous climbing wall, 
breathtaking zero-entry slide, and a sizeable cave for 
bouncing, climbing, swinging, playing, or even (gasp) 
resting. For even more intrigue, add nearly any accessory 
on three sides using Interloc system. Accommodates  
up to 12 users.

SUMMIT EXPRESS

Brief Giant, commercial grade slide and play station for water.

Specs
L 30' x W 9' x H 16' ft  
(L 9m x W 2.7m x H 5m) 

Item 58-5209210

Box dims
L 52" x W 43" x H 39", 661 lb. 1pc. 
(L 131cm x W 109cm x H 99cm, 300 kg)
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ESCALADE SUMMIT™
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The revolutionary new Escalade 
Series climbing walls represent  
a quantum leap forward in  
aquapark design. 

Standing at well over 16ft (5m) tall, this climbing wall and 
presents an adrenaline rush that is not for the faint-of-
heart. The reinforced handles and oversized footsteps lead 
from water level to the summit of this massive climbing 
wall while integrated guard-buoys help protect the 
landing zone. This commanding pieces makes the perfect 
complement to, and connects exclusively to an Aquaglide 
Summit play station and includes retrofitted ring plates for 
earlier versions of the Summit. 

ESCALADE SUMMIT

Brief Massive climbing wall accessory for Summit playstation

Specs
L 7' x W 5' x H 16' 
(L 2,1m x W 1,5m x H 5m) 

Item 58-5215113

Box dims
34" L x 30" W x 16" H – 132lb, 1pc.  
(87cm L x 76cm W x 41cm H – 60kg)
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FREEFALL EXTREME™
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The Freefall Extreme is designed to 
pack maximum fun and excitement 
into an easily manageable package. 

It features a 10ft (3m) tall ladder-style climbing wall, 
breathtaking zero-entry slide, and a large enclosed splash 
zone for playing or relaxing. This Freefall slide offers an 
impressive drop with easier setup and takedown than 
larger items like Freefall Supreme or Summit. Connect 
accessories at three stations using Interloc system. Suitable 
for up to 8 users.

FREEFALL EXTREME

Brief Extra large, commercial grade slide and play station.

Specs
L 21' x W 9' x H 10'  
(L 6,4m x W 2,7m x H 3m) 

Item 58-5210006

Box dims
L 45" x W 33" x H 23", 276 lb. 1pc. 
(L 114cm x W 85cm x H 58cm, 125 kg)
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FREEFALL™ 6
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The sporty Freefall 6' brings a new 
type of fun to your waterfront. 

This 6-foot high climbing ladder and the exhilarating zero-
entry slide can accommodate up to 3 participants at a time. 
A thrill for any age group, the Freefall 6 is a great purchase 
as a stand-alone or as part of an Aquapark system. You can 
also connect accessories at 1 station with our easy to use 
Interloc system. 

FREEFALL 6

Brief Large, commercial grade slide.

Specs
L 13' x W 8' x H 6' 
(L 4m x W 2,4m x H 2m)

Item 58-5211106

Box dims
L 36" x W 17" x H 22", 113 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 91cm x W 43cm x H 56cm, 51 kg)
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JUNGLE JOE™
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The Jungle Joe is an incredible, 
towering climbing structure with  
a slide. 

The pyramidal walls provide a safe, yet formidable  
climbing challenge for users of all ages while the interior 
mesh floors create splash zones and multi-level terraces 
for your exploration. 

JUNGLE JOE

Brief Multi-use playstation for up to ten people.

Specs
L 21.6' x W 15' x H 12' 
(L 7m x W 4.6m x H 4m) 

Item 58-5212009

Box dims
L 52" x W 43" x H 34", 415 lb. 1pc. 
(L 132cm x W 109cm x H 86cm, 188 kg)
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JUNGLE JIM™
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Our Jungle Jim item is a multi-use 
play station that provides unlimited 
fun for your waterfront. 

This stable pyramid features climbing, sliding, jumping, 
splashing and more. The climbing walls angle inward 
for convenience and stability while the mesh floor and 
climbing area creates outrageous interior splash zones. The 
Jungle Jim can be used as a standalone item, or can be 
connected to an aquapark with other accessories at up to 4 
stations using our secure Interloc system. Accommodates 
up to 6 users.

JUNGLE JIM

Brief Multi-use playstation for up to six people.

Specs
L 9.4' x W 9' x H 6.75' 
(L 3m x W 2,7m x H 2,1m) 

Item 58-5211107

Box dims
L 34" x W 30" x H 18", 123 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 86cm x W 76cm x H 46cm, 56 kg)
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King of the Mountain will make your 
aquapark the King of ALL parks! 

Designed with a slide and multiple climbing holds, users 
can experience the thrill of going up 6 ½ feet and finishing 
it off by jumping or sliding down the attached custom slide. 
The King of the Mountain can be used as a freestanding 
product, or integrated into your aquapark system. 
Accommodates up to 6 users.

KING OF THE MOUNTAIN

Brief Multi-use playstation for up to six people.

Specs
L 14' x W 9' x H 6.6' 
(L 4m x W 2,7m x H 2m) 

Item 58-5216635

Box dims
L 51" x W 30" x H 20", 197 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 130cm x W 76cm x H 50cm, 89,5 kg)
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Our Cyclone is the ultimate  
energy burner! 

A human hamster wheel on water, this unique mesh design 
is a double whammy serving as a super soaker while 
helping to cool you off as the wheel rotates. The Cyclone's 
inner tubes help with rotation while the free floating feature 
allows for ultimate spinning. This water front piece can 
connect from all 4 sides, and the inner straps help to keep 
the wheel from blowing away. The Cyclone's inner tubes 
help with rotation while the free floating feature allows for 
ultimate spinning.

CYCLONE 

Brief Giant Water Wheel for up to 4 users

Specs

Enclosure: L 16' x W 20' x H 2' 
(L 5m x W 6m x H 0,6m)

Wheel: L 8' x W 8' x H 8.5' 
(L 2,4m x W 2,4m x H 2,6m)

Item 58-5216638

Box dims
L 43" x W 28" x H 19" 218 lb. 1pc. 
(L 110cm x W 70cm x H 48cm) 99 kg. 1 pc.
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REVOLUTION™
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The Revolution is both a rocker  
and a slide! 

In slide mode, users can climb to the peak using one of 3 
different routes - even a vertical ascent! The extra width 
slide offers huge thrills. Simply turn the Revolution over  
for a high-action adventure in Rocker mode which is a 
great team-building exercise! The Revolution provides 
hours of fun and endless laughs and can accommodate  
up to 10 users.

REVOLUTION 

Brief Giant, convertible rocker and slide.

Specs L 14' x W 8' x H 6' (L 4,3m x W 2,4m x H 2m)

Item 58-5209209

Box dims
L 39" x W 26" x H 25", 221 lb. 1pc. 
(L 99 cm x W 66 cm x H 63,5 cm, 100 kg)
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AXIS™ TOTTER
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The Axis water totter is great fun  
for all ages! 

It is an ideal platform for team-building and small group 
dynamics and is especially suitable for younger users. 
Thanks to its low profile and moderate depth requirements 
the Axis Totter is a great choice for everyone. It also has an 
integrated boarding system and can fit up to 4 users. 

AXIS TOTTER

Brief Water totter for up to 4 users.

Specs
L 12' x W 7.7' x H 5' 
(L 3,7m x W 2,3m x H 1,5m)

Item 58-5215116

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 12", 49 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 30,5cm, 22 kg)
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ROCKIT™
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The Rockit provides endless 
opportunities to balance, roll it  
and rockit! 

One of our most popular products, this versatile, circular 
water rocker comfortably fits up to 8 people, but can be 
used by as few as 2. The Rockit offers a variety of stations 
to accommodate participants of all sizes and age groups 
with users working individually or as a team.

ROCKIT

Brief Round rocker for up to 8 people. 

Specs
L 13' x W 13' x H 5.5' 
(L 4m x W 4m x H 1,7m)

Item 58-5210011

Box dims
L 37" x W 28" x H 17", 114 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 94cm x W 71cm x H 43cm, 52 kg)
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ROCKIT™ JR
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Rockit Jr is the smaller sibling of 
the Rockit™, a circular water rocker 
that offers unlimited hours of 
entertainment, but is more suitable 
for younger users or smaller groups.  

A wise economical choice, the Rockit Jr stimulates creative 
free-play and promotes effective communication between 
users. Moderate depth requirement makes this a good item 
for transitional areas or pool use because of the integrated 
boarding system. The Rockit Jr can fit up to 4 participants. 

ROCKIT JR

Brief Round rocker for up to 4 people. 

Specs
L 9.5' x W 9.5' x H 3.6' 
(L 3m x W 3m x H 2m)

Item 58-5215118

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 16", 72 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 75cm x W 56cm x H 41cm, 33 kg)
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SUPERVOLLEY™ 30 (NEW)
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Nothing packs a punch like our  
new and improved powerful 
Supervolley 30. 

Designed for multiple bouncers and volleyball play on the 
water, this tramp is a floating court with a serious sporting 
attitude. Imagine playing volleyball - with bounce! The 
regulation volleyball is tethered with 4mm bungee so the 
pace is fast and fun and is perfect for users who are up for 
a friendly game of volleyball. There are also 2 convenient 
PVC pockets for storing all of your sporting gear.

SUPERVOLLEY 30

Brief Floating volley ball court for up to 6 players

Specs
L 30' x W 15.5' x H 3' 
(L 9m x W 4,7m x H 0,9m)

Item 58-5216638

Box dims

Box 1 Tube  
L 45" x W 30" x H 20", 238 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 115cm x W 76cm x H 50cm, 108 kg)

Box 2 Safety Pad and Mesh 
L 72" x W 19" x H 18", 70.5 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 182cm x W 48cm x H 45cm, 32 kg)

Box 3 Frame & Springs 
L 59" x W 19.3" x H 10", 247 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 150cm x W 49cm x H 25cm, 112 kg)
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SUPERTRAMP™ 27 (NEW)
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An amazing centerpiece to any 
aquapark, the SuperTramp 27 is 1 
massive water tramp.  

All SuperTramps are design for superior bouncing with 
years of trouble-free service and the SuperTramp 27 
is no exception. Supported by 2 double-dip galvanized 
steel frames, and powder-coated springs, this Signature 
SuperTramp provides an outstanding jumping platform for 
up to 6 users. You can also connect a Runway, Splashmat 
or Swimstep on up to 4 sides of the Supertramp 27 with our 
easy to use Interloc system. 

SUPERTRAMP 27

Brief Floating trampoline for up to 6 users

Specs
L 20' x W 20' x H 3' 
(L 6m x W 6m x H 0,9m)

Item 58-5216620
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SUPERTRAMP™ SERIES
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Octane™ Frame
Built tough to withstand the demands of commercial use, 
SuperTramps are assembled using hot-air welded 28 oz. 
fabric-reinforced PVC tubes, double-dip galvanized steel 
frames, and powder-coated springs. Includes Swimstep™ 
access platform and anchor bridle. Add virtually any 
accessory on three sides, and a log option on one side 
using Interloc™ system and craft your own, unique 
aquapark. SuperTramp 14 accommodates up to three, 
SuperTramp 17 up to four and SuperTramp 23 up to five 
users at one time. 

SUPERTRAMP 14

Specs
L 14' x W 14' x H 2.5' (10' jump surface) 
(L 4,3m x W 4,3m x H 0,8m, 305cm jump surface)  
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8"

Item 58-5209106

Box dims

Box 1 Tube + Mesh + Springs + Bolts  
L 31.5" x W 23.5" x H 12", 104 lb. 
(L 80cm x W 60cm x H 30,5cm, 47 kg)

Box 2 Frame + Spring pad + PE rope  
L 52" x W 19" x H 11.5", 88 lb. 
(L 132cm x W 48cm x H 29cm, 40 kg)

Box 3 Swimstep L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21", 20 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 37cm x W 18cm x H 53cm, 9,1 kg)

SUPERTRAMP 17

Specs
L 17' x W 17' x H 3' (12'9" jump surface) 
(L 5,2m x W 5,2m x H 0,9m, 389cm jump surface)

Item 58-5209102

Box dims

Box 1 Tube + Mesh + Springs + Bolts  
L 61" x W 18.5" x H 11.5", 90 lb. 
(L 155cm x W 47cm x H 29cm, 41 kg)

Box 2 Frame + Spring pad + PE rope 
L 31.5" x W 23.5" x H 14.5", 143 lb. 
(L 80cm x W 60cm x 37cm, 65 kg) 

Box 3 Swimstep L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21", 20 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 37cm x W 18cm x H 53cm, 9,1 kg)

SUPERTRAMP 23

Specs
L 22.5' x W 22.5' x H 22.5' (L 7m x W 7m x H 1m)  
(17'3" jump surface - 526cm)

Item 58-5209103

Box dims

Box 1 Tube L 31.5" x W 23.5" x H 16.5", 157 lb. 
(L 80cm x W 60cm x W 42cm, 71 kg)

Box 2 Spring pad + Springs L 80" x W 17" x H 11.25", 70 lb. 
(L 203cm x W 43cm x H 29cm, 32 kg)

Box 3 Frame + Mesh + Bolts L 82" x W 14" x H 6", 110 lb. 
(L 208cm x W 36cm x H 14.5cm, 50 kg)

Box 4 Swimstep L 14.5" x W 7" x H 21" 20 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 37cm x W 18cm x H 53cm, 9,1 kg)

Aquaglide SuperTramps are 
designed for superior bouncing 
performance and years of 
trouble-free service.

That's why each of our 3 SuperTramp models 
incorporate a rigid steel Octane™ frame to help 
create the ‘sweet spot’ for ultimate jumping. Built 
tough to withstand the demands of resort use, 
SuperTramps are assembled using hot-air welded 
28 oz. fabric reinforced PVC tubes, double-dip 
galvanized steel frames, and powder-coated springs. 
They also include a Swimstep access platform and 
anchor bridle. You can add virtually any accessory on 
3 sides, and an i-Log option on 1 side via our secure 
and easy to use Interloc strap system. 
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REBOUND™ SERIES
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One of our most popular items, the Rebound bouncer is an affordable way for you to appreciate quality and value! 

Made of RF welded Duratex™ and #316 stainless steel welded ring plates, the Rebound's 8-sided design offers excellent bounce but is easier to set up and maintain than trampolines with metal 
frames and springs. This product comes complete with a Swimstep access platform and heavy duty molded boarding and transport handles. The Rebound bouncer also has an Aquapark option 
which includes our i-Log and a Rebound Slide. 

REBOUND 12

Brief 12' diameter bouncer with access platform for 3 users.

Specs
W 12' x H 2.6' 
(W 3,7m x H 0,8m) 
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8"

Item 58-5209100

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 15.75" 85 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 75cm x W 55cm x H 40cm) 38,6 kg

REBOUND 12 AQUAPARK SYSTEM

Brief
12' diameter bouncer with access platform, Aquapark slide 
and i-Log.

Item 58-5209200

Box dims
L 25.5" x W 20.75" x H 20" 104 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 64cm x W 53cm x H 51cm) 47 kg

REBOUND 16

Brief 16' diameter bouncer with access platform for 5 users.

Specs
W 16' x H 3'  
(W 5m x H 0,9m) 
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8"

Item 58-5209101

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 20" 118 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 75cm x W 55cm x H 50cm) 53 kg

REBOUND 16 AQUAPARK SYSTEM

Brief
16' diameter bouncer with access platform, Aquapark slide 
and i-Log.

Item 58-5209201

Box dims
L 40.25" x W 15" x H 27" 141 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 102cm x W 38cm x H 69cm) 69 kg

REBOUND 20

Brief 20' diameter bouncer with access platform.

Specs
W 20' x H 3.2' 
(W 6m x H 1m) 
(platform) L 42" x W 56" x H 8"

Item 58-5213005

Box dims
L 40.25" x W 27" H 14" 136 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 102cm x W 68cm x H 36cm) 62 kg

REBOUND 20 AQUAPARK SYSTEM

Brief
20' diameter bouncer with access platform, Aquapark Plunge 
Slide and i-Log.

Item 58-5214004

Box dims
L 35" x W 26" H 16" 217 lb 1 pc. 
(L 90cm x W 66cm x H 41cm) 98 kg
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Add huge thrills and exciting new 
functionality to any SuperTramp with 
an Escalade Series climbing wall. 

Climbing routes, both from the water and from the 
trampoline, are supported with reinforced handles and 
oversized footsteps. Connect a Blast II launch bag at the 
base for jaw-dropping thrills boosted by Escalade elevation. 
This inspiring product makes the perfect complement to 
Aquaglide SuperTramp. The Escalade series is available in 
a challenging 6ft wall Escalade 2M and a towering 8ft wall 
Escalade 3m. Both options connect to our SuperTramps via 
the easy to use Interloc system. 

ESCALADE 2M

Specs
L 5'x W 5' x H 6' 
(L 1,5m x W 1,5m x H 1,8m) 

Item 58-5215100

Box dims
L 37" x W 28" x H 12", 68 lb. 1pc. 
(L 95cm x W 72cm x H 30cm, 31 kg) 

ESCALADE 3M

Specs
L 5' x W 5' x H 8' 
(L 1,5m x W 1,5m x H 2,4m)

Item 58-5215105

Box dims
L 31.5" x W 31.5" x H 15.75", 88 lb. 1pc. 
(L 80cm x W 80cm x H 40cm, 40 kg)
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Our Inversible is a giant lounge and 
play station that can be used as a 
soaker or a platform. 

In soaker mode, the interior mesh floor provides an open 
splash zone for active play or for cool, quiet lounging. 
When inverted, the mesh floor provides an airy platform 
for rest or active play. The Inversible can also be used as a 
stand-alone item, or integrated into an aquapark in multiple 
configurations. It attaches on 2 sides using our Interloc 
system and is suitable for up to 8 people.

INVERSIBLE

Brief 8-Person lounge soaker and platform

Specs
L 13' x W 12' x H 1.8'  
(L 4m x W 3,7m x H 0,6m) 

Item 58-5212000

Box dims
L 22 .75" x W 12.75" x H 30"  69 lb, 1pc. 
(L 58cm x W 32cm x H 76cm) 31 kg
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FIESTA™
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A private oasis! The Fiesta is a 
versatile soaker lounge for you, your 
family and friends. 

For the purist, it's a serene, relaxing getaway; a place to wile 
away the midday heat with a cool beverage in hand. For 
parents, the Fiesta offers a contained perimeter for younger 
kids to safely splash and play. Older kids are likely to turn 
the Fiesta into a more active playstation. This versatile, 
low-profile soaker can be used as a stand-alone item, or 
integrated into an aquapark in multiple configurations. 
It attaches on 2 sides using our Interloc system and is 
suitable for up to 6 people. 

FIESTA

Brief 6-Person soaker and lounge.

Specs
L 10' x W 9' x H 1' 
(L 3,5m x W 2,7m x H 0,3m)

Item 58-5211105

Box dims
L 16.5" x W 9.25" x H 28" 33 lb. 1pc. 
(L 42cm x W 23.5cm x H 71cm) 15 kg
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Hands down our most popular 
accessory is the Blast II with Wedgie! 

Use the powerful force of air to blast friends, relatives and 
guests skyward. The new, and improved Wedgie adds 
stability for boarding and focuses the blasting force for 
huge thrills, and splashes. The Blast bag attaches to all 
SuperTramps, Rebounds, and Jungle Series play stations 
via our Interloc system for outrageous fun! The Blast II with 
Wedgie is not for use as a stand-alone item or for more 
than 2 participants at one time. 

BLAST II WITH WEDGIE

Brief Launch bag for water use.

Specs
L 12' x W 5.4' x H 3' 
(L 3,7m x W 1,7m x H 1m)

Item 58-5209207

Box dims
L 18.5" x W 15.5" x H 12.5", 44 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 47cm x W 39cm x H 32cm) 20 kg

New, improved Wedgie adds stability
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PLUNGE™ + REBOUND SLIDES 
& i-LOG
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PLUNGE SLIDE

Brief
Double-wide slide for SuperTramps, Rebound 16 and Rebound 
20.

Specs
L 6.6' x W 5'x H 4' 
(L 2m x W 1,5m x H 1,2m)

Item 58-5209204

Box dims
L 20.5 x W 16" x H 11" 35 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 52cm x W 41cm x H 28cm) 16 kg

REBOUND 12 & 16 SLIDE 

Brief Optional slide for the popular Rebound bouncer.

Specs
12' Slide: L 7' x W 2' x H 4.5' (L 2,1m x W 0,6m x H 1,4m), 16 Slide: 
L 8' x W 2' x H 5'  
(L 2,4m x W 0,6m x H 1,4m)

Item
(12') 58-5209211 
(16') 58-5209212

Box dims
Same for both sizes. L 17" x W 12" x H 25" 19 lb. 1pc. 
(L 43cm x W 30.5cm x H 63.5cm) 8,6 kg

Designed to fit most water trampolines with a 35" to 40" 
tube diameter including SuperTramps the double-wide 
60" sliding surface leaves plenty of room for up to 2 users, 
allowing for DOUBLE the fun! The Plunge attaches with a 
modified version of our Interloc system with no connection 
rings required on trampolines. 

The Rebound Slide is an optional slide for our popular 
Rebound bouncer that allows you to expand your aquapark 
and add even more excitement to your setup. It attaches 
with the Interloc system and is available in 2 sizes, the 12' 
and the 16' slide. The Rebound 20 is compatible with the 
Plunge slide. 

i-LOG 

Brief Balance log.

Specs
L 10' x W 1.6' x H 1.6' 
(L 3m x W 0,5m x H 0,5m)

Item 58-5209213

Box dims
L 121" x W 17" x H 14" 11 lb. 1pc. 
(L 53cm x W 43cm x H 35,5cm) 5 kg

The 10-foot long i-Log adds an irresistible balance feature 
to any aquapark so that participants can walk the plank, or 
try to make it out and back! The i-Log™ attaches to the log-
specific rings by our easy to use Interloc system. 
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One of the most important structural items for linking an aquapark together, 
the Runway also provides fantastic fun! 

The flat, slippery surface seems to invite guests to invent new ways to play. Walk, run, slip, slide, leap-frog or cartwheel down 
the stable Runway platform. Create an obstacle course or use as a stand-alone item. Aquaglide Runways are built exclusively 
with technologically advanced Hardbottom material for exceptional long-term durability in the face of extreme stresses. This 
material has many advantages including ultra-low-profile boarding for extra convenience. Connect accessories on both ends 
using Interloc system. RUNWAY 10

Brief
Walkway and slider  
(10' length) 305cm.

Specs
L 10' x W 5' x H .03' 
(L 3m x W 1,5m x H 0,1m)

Item 58-5210004

Box dims
L 23" x W 17" x H 7", 39 lb. 1 pc. 
(L 58cm x W 43cm x H 18cm) 18 kg

RUNWAY 20

Brief Walkway and slider (20' length) 610cm.

Specs
L 20' x W 5' x H 0.3' 
(L 6m x W 1,5m x H 0,1m)

Item 58-5209214

Box dims
L 23" x W 17" x H 13", 79 lb. 
(L 58cm x W 43cm X H 33cm) 36 kg
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Combining the needs for balance and water walking skills this connecting 
platform challenges you to make it to the other side without falling into 
the water!

The Walk on Water’s 6 connected platforms are an exciting alternative to the Runway 20’ or can be used on its own. 
Turn a regular aquapark connecting platform into a challenging race track for participants. The Walk on Water connects 
securely using our Interloc Strap system. WALK ON WATER

Brief Walkway and slider (10' length) 305cm.

Specs
L 20' x W 5' x H 0.3' 
(L 6m x W 1,5m x H 0,1m)

Capacity 8 users – 1600 lbs / 726 kg

Item 58-5216632

Box dims
L 29.5" x W 20" x H 16" 
(L 75cm x W 50cm x H 40cm)

Weight 81 lb / 37 kg
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The Swimstep was developed as an improvement over traditional boarding 
ladders which are notoriously awkward to use. 

This ergonomic platform provides easy access from the water due to its low-profile design. Now available in two models to 
suit your ever need the basic Swimstep is a durable and cost-effective boarding solution for any item while our Swimstep XL 
is built exclusively with advanced Hardbottom (HB) material for exceptional long-lasting durability. The Swimstep XL is the 
extra-large platform that connects on 1 or 2 sides of our products using the Interloc system and the perfect platform for our 
ADVENTURE Series challenge courses.

SWIMSTEP

Brief
Economical boarding platform. Connects on one side 
using Interloc system.

Specs
L 56" x W 42" x H 8" (optional) 
(L 142cm x W 107cm x H 20cm)

Capacity 1 user - 250lb / 114 kg

Item 58-5211016

Box dims
L 22" x W 13" x H 6", 12 lb. 1pc. 
(L 55cm x W 33cm x H 15cm) 5,5 kg

SWIMSTEP XL

Brief

Extra large boarding platform connects on two sides 
using Interloc system. Ultra-low profile design is ideal 
for easy boarding including ADVENTURE Series track 
& circuit.

Specs
L 5' x W 6.5' x H 0.4'  
(L 1,5m x W 2m x H 0,1m)

Capacity 3 users - 400 lb / 181 kg

Item 58-5213100

Box dims
L 23" x W 17" x H 6", 31 lb. 1 pc 
(L 58cm x W 42cm x H 16cm) 14 kg

Dropstitch Material
Built with 31oz 1000 denier Dropstitch Material
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SPLASHMAT™
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Fantastic fun! Splashmat is a  
flexible, slippery and downright 
wiggly water-float or attachment. 

Inspiring continuous, creative free-play, not to mention a 
serious case of the giggles the Splashmat can be used  
as a stand-alone item or as an attachment for nearly  
any park item. The technologically advanced Hardbottom 
(HB) material is incredibly durable, yet the extremely  
low profile allows for easy boarding and maximum  
splash-factor. Attaches at one end using Interloc system. 
Attach to the end of a Summit or Freefall for maximum 
sliding performance! 

SPLASHMAT

Brief Flexible raft and slider.

Specs
L 18' x W 5' x H 0.25'  
(L 5,5m x W 1,5m x H 0,1m)

Item 58-5211108

Box dims
L 25" x W 13" x H 12", 49 lb. 1pc. 
(L 63.5cm x W 33cm x H 30.5cm) 22 kg
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SUNDECK™
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Our Sundeck makes a perfect island of swimming, playing or just relaxing. 

In a resort setting floating platforms can easily double beach revenues when added to an existing chair/umbrella program. 
By incorporating platforms into an aquapark design to increase parental participation, parents are given a place to rest and 
families can also congregate during aquapark use. The durable construction allows it to be anchored all season long if 
necessary. The Sundeck comfortably fits up to 4 users. Optional accessories attach using Interloc system. 

The Sundeck Softpack is a 'must have' accessory for anyone serious about lounging. The Softpack connects to the Sundeck 
using Interloc system.

SUNDECK

Brief Swim platform and lounge.

Specs
L 7.5' x W 7.5' x H 0.3' 
(L 2,3m x W 2,3m x H 0,1m)

Item 58-5215140

Box dims
L 24" x W 15.75" x H 10" 41 lb. 1pc. 
(L 60cm x W 40cm x H 25cm) 18kg

SUNDECK SOFTPAC (OPTION)

Brief Backrest lounge with integrated coolers for the Sundeck.

Specs
L 2.5' x W 7.5' x H 1.2' 
(L 0,7m x W 2,3m x H 0,4m)

Item 58-5315100

Box dims
L 24" x W 12" x H 8" 8 lb. 1pc. 
(L 60cm x W 30cm x H 20cm) 4kg
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LANDING PAD™ 
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The Landing Pad, makes for a great 
lounger, splashmat or running add-
on for your aquapark. 

Made from our extremely durable Hard-Bottom material, 
this Landing Pad is built to last. It can also attach to our 
Docking Station and Ocean Pool products to help create 
the ultimate floating island. Built to hold up to 10 people.

LANDING PAD

Brief Swim platform and lounge

Specs
L 13' x W 13' x H 0.4' 
(L 4m x W 4m x H 0,1m) 

Item 58-5215002

Box dims
L 41" x W 24" x H 10" 62 lb 
(L 105cm x W 60cm x H 25cm) 28 kg

ACTIVITY
CENTER™
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OCEAN POOL™ 4M & 5M & 
DOCKING STATION
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The Ocean Pool is a portable floating 
pool with an 8ft (2,4m) deep mesh 
enclosure designed to keep out 
even the smallest Jellyfish and 
unwanted sea life. 

With space to lounge on the deck and swim in peace, the 
Ocean Pool quickly becomes the focal point of any yacht. 
Add Aquaglide accessories to the outside edges of the 
pool using Interloc attachment system. It can be anchored 
on its own, or used off the back of a yacht. You can  
also connect items on three sides with our easy to use 
Interloc system.

OCEAN POOL

Brief Floating mesh enclosed ocean pool.

Specs

Ocean Pool 4m: L 13' x W 13' x H 8' 
(L 4m x W 4m x H 2,4m)

Ocean Pool 5m: L 16' x W 20' x H 8' 
(L 5m x W 6m x H 2,4m)

Capacity
Ocean Pool 4m: 8 users

Ocean Pool 5m: Capacity: 10 users

Item
Ocean Pool 4m: 58 -5215001

Ocean Pool 5m: 58-5216625

Box dims

Ocean Pool 4m: L 45" x W 24" x H 15" 117 lb 
(L 115cm x W 60cm x H 39cm) 53 kg

Ocean Pool 5m: L 58" x W 29" x H 14" 165 lb 
(L 146cm x W 74cm x H 36cm) 75 kg

The Docking Station lets you park 
not 1 but 2 Waverunner Jetskis.  

Constructed for outlasting performance and durability  
this product can also be used as a stand-alone item  
or connected to the Ocean pool and/or Landing pad/ 
all three. 

DOCKING STATION

Brief Floating docking station.

Specs
L 6.6' x W 13' x H 0.4' 
(L 2m x W 4m x H 0,1m)

Capacity 3 users

Item 58-5215003

Box dims
L 45" x W 24" x H 15" 128 lb 
(L 115cm x W 60cm x H 39cm) 58 kg

Ocean pool, docking station and landing pad
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FREEFALL™ YACHT SLIDE
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Guests will have the time of their 
lives on a heart-stopping, adrenaline 
pumping, controlled freefall from 
the top deck. There is simply no 
experience like it! 

As an aquapark supplier to some of the most prestigious 
resorts in the world, Aquaglide is uniquely qualified to build 
custom slides for the world’s most prestigious yachts. Each 
slide is custom designed and specifically tailored to meet 
the needs of the most discerning yacht owners. Our Patent-
pending yacht slide design makes additional support legs 
beneath the slide optional, resulting in quicker and easier 
setup and a more stable slide base. Mesh safety guard 
provides ample shade while still allowing for great visibility. 
Multiple high-capacity valves make for ultra-fast setup 
time. Easily add attachments on 2 sides at the slide base 
using Aquaglide’s exclusive Interloc system.

FREEFALL YACHT SLIDE

Brief Custom Yacht Slide

Specs Range 4.0 - 7.0 m+ in height

Item 58-5211111
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ESCALADE™ 5M YACHT WALL
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When is an obstacle NOT an 
obstacle? When you’re having so 
much fun conquering it that you 
forget to notice! 

Towering at an impressive 5,0m (over 16 ft.) in height, 
the Escalade 5m is a floating, inflatable climbing wall 
specifically design for your yacht. 3 different routes allow 
for challenging access and serves as an excellent workout 
for beginners, intermediates and experts using a clear 
labeling system: green = EASY, yellow = MEDIUM, red = 
DIFFICULT. The underwater ladder provides a suitable start 
while the unique handle design offers optimal grip for the 
ascent. When turned over the Escalade 5m also doubles as 
a swim platform. 

ESCALADE 5M

Brief Massive inflatable climbing wall for water use. 

Specs
L 2' x W 10' x H 16' 
(L 0,6m x W 3m x H 5m)

Capacity 1-Person

Item 58-5215115

Box dims
L 46" x W 42" x H 36", 287 lb. 1pc.  
(L 117cm x W 107cm x H 91cm, 130 kg)
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BRAVO™
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The Bravo is a fully reinforced 
commercial-grade towable for up to 
8 riders. 

Expect huge smiles and repeat customers with this 
exhilarating ride. The width of the Bravo provides superior 
stability and performance without the problems of 
traditional Banana Boats. When not in towing mode, the 
Bravo doubles as a lounge that can be anchored all season 
long. Includes reinforced handles and heavy duty towing 
bridle. Optional Swimstep Commercial platform allows 
convenient boarding from the water. Attaches on one side 
to any aquapark using Interloc system.

BRAVO

Brief 8-Person towable and lounge.

Specs
L 11' x W 11' x H 2.3' 
(L 3,4m x W 3,4m x H 0,7m)

Capacity 8 - Person

Item 58-5210005

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 18", 88 lb. 1pc. 
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 45,7 cm, 40 kg)

low rez
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METRO™ SERIES
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The Metro is a rocketship for the 
water! 

Hands down it is the most stable banana-style towable 
available. Built in commercial-grade Duratex™ and heavily 
reinforced at all handles and tow - points, the Metro is 
designed to provide many years of trouble-free service. It 
is available in 6, 5, and 3-person versions, with the 2 larger 
sizes offering double-wide stabilizer tubes for unsurpassed 
stability and performance. 

METRO 6

Brief Heavy duty, banana-style towable for 6 riders.

Specs
L 14' x W 4' x H 2.3' 
(L 4,3m x W 1,2m x H 0,7m)

Capacity 6 people – 1200 lb. (544 kg)

Item 58-5214009

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 14", 83 lb. 1pc.  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 36cm, 38 kg)

METRO 5

Brief Heavy duty, banana-style towable for 5 riders.

Specs
L 13' x W 4' x H 2.3' 
(L 4m x W 1,2m x H 0,7m)

Capacity 5 people – 1000 lb. (454 kg)

Item 58-5214017

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 13", 66 lb. 1pc.  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 33cm, 30 kg)

METRO 3

Brief Heavy duty, banana-style towable for 3 riders.

Specs
L 10' x W 3' x H 2' 
(L 3m x W 1m x H 0,6m)

Capacity 3 people – 600 lb. (272 kg)

Item 58-5214016

Box dims
L 30" x W 22" x H 8", 37 lb. 1pc.  
(L 76cm x W 56cm x H 20cm, 16 kg)
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OTHER
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Aquaglide offers a complete line of anchoring and mooring systems. If you are uncertain, we always recommend using a 
professional for installation of any anchored product.

MOORING

2-WAY MOORING BRIDLE
Brief: Heavy duty 2-way mooring bridle.

Specs: 14'L (427 cm)PU covered 1/2" (1,3 cm) Nylon, 2 SS 
lock, 1 SS swivel. 3000 lb. (1363,6 kg) load.

Item: 58-5209354

ANCHOR CONNECTOR LINE KIT
Brief: Heavy duty anchor line set for mooring.

Specs: L 6' (183 cm) Galv chain, L 6' (183 cm)PE Bungee, 
L 20' 1/2" (6 m, 1,3 cm) Nylon, Asstd. 3000 lb. (1363,6 kg) 
load.

Item: 58-5209355

4-WAY MOORING BRIDLE
Brief: 4-way mooring bridle.

Specs: PP rope bridle, 4 SS snaps, 1 SS swivel. 1000 lb. 
(454,5 kg) load.

Item: 58-5209356

ANCHOR BAG SET W/ LINE
Brief: Complete, anchor bag and line set for short-
term anchoring of aquapark platforms. 

Specs: 1000d Nylon bag, 20' 3/8" (610 cm, 1 cm)  
Nylon, 2 SS snaps. 750 lb. (340,9 kg) load.

Item: 58-5209357

2-METER VERTICAL MOORING LINE
Brief: 2-meter (6 ft) long heavy duty elastic mooring line for 
vertical mooring in pool or waterfront. 

Specs: 2m L PE Bungee, Stainless Quick Snap, Float.

Item: 58-5213008

3-METER HORIZONTAL MOORING LINE
Brief: Pair of 3-meter (9.8 ft) long heavy duty elastic 
mooring lines for mooring to pool edge. 

Specs: 3m L PE Bungee, Stainless Quick Snap, Float. 3000 
lb. (1363,6 kg) load.

Item: 58-5213007
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PUMPS & ROPES

110V TURBO PUMP
Brief: Extremely powerful 110v electric pump for 
watersports items.

Specs: 110vAC power source, inflate/deflate-2.8 psi max 
Item: 58-5205003

120V PUMP
Brief: Commercial-grade 110/ 120v electric pump  
w/ dual motors.

Specs: 120vAC power source, inflate/deflate  
-11.0 psi max 
Item: 58-5213101

12V TURBO PUMP
Brief: Extremely powerful 12v electric pump for  
watersports items.

Specs: 12vDC power source, inflate/deflate-2.4 psi max 
Item: 58-5205004

SWIM BUOY SET
Brief: Heavy duty anchor line set for mooring. Comes as set 
of 3 linking buoys. 

Specs: L 15' x 9" (457 cm x 23 cm)Diam., Linking  
SS ring/ clip, Set of 3. 
Item: 58-5210012

12V TURBO HP PUMP
Brief: Powerful 12v Turbo HP Pump has a two-stage  
motor for quick inflation and high pressure capability  
up to 20psi (1,4 bar).

Specifications: 15A @ 12vDC, 20.0 psi (1,4bar)  
max, ~ 10 cfm 
Weight: 3 lb 5oz (1,50kg)

Item: 58-5214025
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As resort, camp and commercial customers, we 
understand that your needs can be quite complex. 
Aquaglide services begin before the sale. Our highly 
knowledgeable Distributors can help guide you through 
the process from site planning & permitting, to building a 
business plan or designing a custom aquapark. 

With your aquapark purchase comes training and complete 
advice on aquapark mooring, staffing and maintenance, 
as well as official certificates, if needed, to certify your 
aquapark compliance. Onsite installation and detailed staff 
training is also available upon request.

INSTALLATION 
& OTHER 
SERVICES
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ROCKIT JR ROCKIT SUNDECK

JUNGLE JOE 

REVOLUTION 

SUMMIT EXPRESS

AXIS

FREEFALL 6

JUNGLE JIM

FREEFALL SUPREME FREEFALL EXTREME

INVERSIBLE

BRAVO
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ZULU FOXTROT SWIMSTEP XLVISTA DELTASIERRA TANGO

SUPERVOLLEY

SUPERTRAMP 23 SUPERTRAMP 17 SUPERTRAMP 14 REBOUND 20 REBOUND 16 REBOUND 12 

ESCALADE SUMMITESCALADE 3m 

REBOUND SLIDE 12 & 16PLUNGE SLIDE

SUPERTRAMP 27

i-LOGSWIMSTEP

ESCALADE 5M YACHT WALLOCEAN POOL 5M YACHT SLIDE

BLAST II w/Wedgie ESCALADE 2m KING OF THE MOUNTAIN

CYCLONE DOCKING STATION OCEAN POOL 4M LANDING PAD
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